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Abstract:

The typical approach used in air sampling is to ascribe the 
radiological concentration of interest in an air sample to 
the ratio of filter activity to volume pulled. This attribution is 
reasonable provided the sample is representative, 
however, the uncertainties ascribed to this concentration 
are generally considered Poisson errors from the counting 
scheme used. This work will show how the actual 
dispersion can be one or two orders of magnitude larger in 
some cases even when the radioaerosol has constant 
specific activity due to the lognormal size distribution of the 
particulate sampled. Applications in plume monitoring and 
the actual release from the February 2014 event at the 
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in New Mexico USA will be 
considered and presented.
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1. Introduction

Air sampling is one of the key aspects to the comprehen-
sive test ban treaty (CTBT) monitoring regime. Samples of 
interest include radioaersols (e.g., radioiodines and tran-
suranics) along with noble gases (eg. Xe isotopes). This 
work addresses only the aerosol physics of this sampling 
but as such, it also has applicability to operational health 
physics and radiological emergency response. The appli-
cation to the February 2014 transuranic waste drum defla-
gration at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in south-
east New Mexico USA will be evaluated as a case in point 
on the effect described here [1]. The effects of aerosol 
physics on the sample collection will demonstrate how 
typical air sampling interpretations for common assays will 
underestimate true dispersion by as much as an order of 
magnitude in most cases, possibly even 2 orders.

1.1 Aerosol sampling and assay

The process for taking an air sample has largely been un-
changed for the past 70 years. This method involves pull-
ing a known volume of air through a filter and then assay-
ing that f i l ter. The sampled air is then ascribed 
a concentration value equal to the ratio of the filter assay 
activity to the volume of air pulled.

Typically, the volume of air is known quite precisely and the 
assay is constrained to Poisson statistics relegating the 
dominant uncertainty in the airborne concentration esti-
mate to that of the Poisson counting in the assay.

1.2 Representative sampling

In order to obtain a quality sample, the collection of all partic-
ulate must be representative of the total population present in 
the space of interest. This is typically only considered to be 
an issue when the sampling is taking place in a duct or ex-
haust system. When sampling an effluent, the linear face ve-
locity through the filter has to be equal to that of the general 
volume surrounding it to prevent over or under sampling of 
the particulate. This can be challenging when the linear flow 
rates of the effluent vary or are turbulent.

Undersampling is expected to occur when the linear face 
velocity through the filter is lower than the bulk volume 
around the sampling head. This will cause some of the 
smaller particulate to follow the flow path avoiding the filter 
even though it would have initially traversed it were the 
sampling head not present.

Oversampling is expected when the linear face velocity 
through the filter is higher than the bulk volume around the 
sampling head. This would cause particulate which other-
wise would not have passed along the intake face of the 
filter to divert from its ambient path into the filter due to the 
higher sampling flow rate.

One way to overcome this challenge for dynamic flow con-
ditions is to use a shrouded probe as shown in Figure 1 [2]. 
The shroud forces air through the outer channel to take 
a more linear path surrounding the filter’s sample head 
and therefore can prevent any under- or oversampling.

1.3 Aerosol physics

Aerosols evolve in an effectively fractal manner. They are 
not generally spherical but rather dendritic and are com-
posed primarily of organic matter, micron-sized silicates 
and/or ocean mist near the coast [3]. Their evolution will 
depend on relative humidity, particle density and types.

Typical binding forces are those of Van der Waals when 
gross kinetic impact of any kind occurs. Aerosol particulate 
growth is not spherical but erratic resulting in dynamic 
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Figure 1: Shrouded probe schematic show from a cross sectional view. [2]

properties such as changing density, heat capacity and ob-
viously aerodynamic radii. Reviews of the intricacies of these 
dynamic dependencies can be found elsewhere [4, 5].

1.3.1 Radioaerosol physics

Radioaerosols in particular can be extremely erratic in their 
evolution when they decay through charged particle emis-
sion. When a gaseous radionuclide (such as radon or its 
progeny) decays through charged particle emission, the 
resulting heavy metal gas has a charge that will induce 
a polarization in all nearby aerosols. The resultant dipoles 
in the vicinity of a point charge will result in an attractive 
potential to pull the radionuclide into a bound state with 
one or more ambient aerosols.

This additional Coulomb-based potential in radioaerosol 
physics only further exacerbates the evolutionary growth 
properties in any given species. The radical electric poten-
tial shift which can occur when spontaneous charge gen-
eration is placed on the aerosol or gas (from charged par-
ticle emission in radioactive decay) allows for rapid growth 
and is unique to the radioactive decay process (including 
recoil effects from decay such as dislodging).

A radioactive aerosol can begin as an inert isolated gase-
ous species such as radon, radon progeny or radioiod-
ines. With radioiodines, these can combine with atmos-
pheric water or other materials to become an aerosol. 
Radon progeny can remain as a gas through its decay se-
ries or combine with ambient aerosols to become part of 
the bound fraction of the progeny (conversely, that part 
which does not combine with any aerosols is simply the 
unbound fraction). These fractions are expected to depend 
on relative abundances of the radionuclide and ambient 
aerosols along with temperature, relative humidity etc.

1.3.2 Sampling physics

The action of sampling a gas or aerosol for assay requires 
either measurement in some in-situ fashion (generally re-
sulting in dismal sensitivity with low concentrations) or 
concentrating it in some medium for characterization. With 
an aerosol, this is done by pulling air through a filter such 

that the filter concentrates the particulate within its volume. 
Gaseous species are typically collected by pulling air 
through zeolite or activated charcoal to later be boiled off 
in a vacuum and then concentrated for assay.

With the air filter, there are 4 main mechanisms for fixing 
the analyte in the medium. These are inertial impaction 
(similar to a projectile into mud), interception (particles too 
massive to fit through the pores), diffusion (Van der-Waals 
adhesion) and electrostatic attraction (requiring a  net 
charge, although not seen in Figure 2, see section 1.3.1).

Figure 2: Filter collection mechanisms labelling dominant 
sampling efficiencies grouped by particle size. Note the abscissa 
is given in logarithmic scale. [3]

As a result of the variety of physics taking place when 
sampling an aerosol, the particle size collection efficiency 
is dependent on a number of factors (including flow rate, 
filter characteristics etc.). As a generalization, the particle 
size efficiency shown in Figure 2 can be used as a reason-
able approximation to typical behaviours. Here, dominant 
sampling mechanism regimes are shown as a function of 
aerosol size.

It is significant to note that in the respirable range (when 
particulate is able to make it all the way down into the lung 
alveoli and be retained for a dose intake) is exactly where 
the filter efficiency is both lowest and has the largest 
changes (0.1 to 5 µm). This uncertainty in filter efficiency 
for the respirable range contributes to the reason why 
dose should not be ascribed to individuals based only on 
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air monitoring data [6] compared to the far more reliable 
and standard bioassay in determining actual radionuclide 
intake. This is one important contribution to dispersion in 
aerosol monitoring which is independent of the final filter 
assay but there are others.

2. Plume monitoring

With the advent of any nuclear detonation, leakage of the 
gaseous constituents from the event will then pour into the 
environment creating a plume. The simplest propagation 
model for plume evolution is probably Gaussian diffusion 
with advective transport. This means that as the material 
follows airflow, it will diffuse in all directions driven by sim-
ple Fickian mechanics. Atmospheric stratification along 
with ground boundaries complicate the transport along 
with any convective or turbulent flows.

To the extent that the plume propagation can be accurate-
ly predicted, multiple sample points would then enable 
characterization of the same. Two or three points are likely 
inadequate to fully characterize any plume unless the 
source term itself was already well known in time and 
space. Backtracking a potential plume around the globe 
can quickly become intractable without source term 
knowledge or real time monitoring of the plume itself [6].

2.1 Footprint characterization

If a known release had occurred, sampling teams would 
generally prefer to stay on the penumbra of the fallout foot-
print caused by the plume passage and deposition. This 
prevents the sampling teams from being required to don 
personal protective equipment (PPE) and so prevent skin 
contamination. Further, vehicle contamination would also 
occur if sampling missions were not constrained to the 
outskirts of the fallout. Any vehicle and personnel radioac-
tivity accumulation would create the need for decontami-
nation and so full hotline support to eventually doff the 
PPE and reuse of the vehicle. These activities would ne-
cessitate additional manpower and resources for decon-
tamination rather than sampling, assessment and control.

2.1.1 Low concentration sample drivers

Due to these inhibitions from sampling in contaminated ar-
eas, only those areas that have barely detectable levels of 
the radionuclides of interest may be measured so that PPE 
is not required. Higher levels of the plume footprint are 
then characterized from the air using large arrays of NaI 
logs for gamma detection [7]. This means that air and soil 
samples taken from ground teams are invariably acquired 
from those regions of low or very low contamination.

The same result (expected low activity) is generally realized 
for routine air samples, even those taken from an effluent 

stack. This is because facility release limits are generally 
sufficiently low that the maximum possible public or envi-
ronmental dose consequence is a small fraction of normal 
background dose. In order to comply with facility limits, ef-
fluent content of any controlled radionuclides have to be 
low. In many cases, the dominant transuranic (TRU) re-
lease content is from resuspended fallout created by at-
mospheric weapons testing in the past century [8]. The 
purpose for most air samples is to prove that no release 
did occur so again, overwhelmingly, air samples for con-
trolled radionuclides have low to very low anthropogenic 
radionuclide content.

2.2 WIPP event

On February 14 of 2014, a deflagration took place in a TRU 
drum sent to the WIPP for permanent disposal by the Los 
Alamos National Laboratory. The WIPP facility itself is 
a deep salt mine and the radiation monitoring system de-
tected the breach shifting the effluent airflow to a suite of 
high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters preventing 
a large environmental release. The system had a small leak 
due to industrial bypass filters designed for mining opera-
tions to divert the airflow which were not rated for nuclear 
operations (they were designed and built in the 1980’s pri-
or to modern nuclear standards for geological repository 
ventilation systems). The event took place while the regula-
tory compliant radiation monitoring system was function-
ing including on and offsite air sampling stations.

The resultant plume (along with offsite sampling stations 
labelled as pink flags) is shown in Figure 3. Here, the efflu-
ent stack was measured via representative sampling and 
so the plume was predicted using the national atmospher-
ic release advisory center (NARAC) modelling code allow-
ing comparison with offsite sampling stations [9].

2.2.1 Source of the WIPP release

The release itself was comprised of a  nitric salt with 
around 7 curies of 241Am contained therein. The cause of 
the deflagration was eventually traced back to the use of 
organic kitty litter with the nitric salt based on a miscom-
munication of the words, “inorganic” with “an organic”. De-
tailed descriptions of the sequence of events culminating 
in the release can be found elsewhere [10].

2.2.2 Air monitoring results

A graph of the predicted versus measured air concentra-
tion values from the WIPP event is provided in Figure 4 [1, 
6]. Here it is clear that at high airborne concentrations, 
excellent linear correlation is realized resulting in an al-
most unity correspondence. At lower concentrations 
however, a drastically larger relative deviation is clearly 
seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 3: Dose contours determined via NARAC from the WIPP release based on effluent assays which could then be correlated with field 
air sampling results. Inner locations for air sampling are represented by maroon flags labelled WIPP Far Field, WIPP East and WIPP South.

Figure 4: Plume projection predicted concentration as a function of empirical field assay values of the passing plume based on regulatory 
compliance air sampling infrastructure. Overestimates are also shown.

The linear correlation shown in Figure 4 does not include 
the pair of noted overestimates (blue squares). The agree-
ment seen at high concentrations largely forces the high 
correlation. The scatter at low concentrations is noted to 
vary by an order of magnitude relative to the expected val-
ue with apparent presence of positive bias in overpredict-
ing. Overpredictions will be shown later to be an expected 
event from small probability, large particle size radioaero-
sols being sampled.

3. Aerosol statistics

The shape parameter for an aerosol is based on its set-
tling velocity in ambient air when compared to a spherical 
droplet of water. The equivalent water droplet with the 
same settling velocity as the aerosol then fixes the mass 
median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD). Similarly, the ac-
tivity median aerodynamic diameter (AMAD) is used for 
defining respirable particle sizes which when inhaled can 
be incorporated into bodily fluids through the lung mem-
brane of the alveoli.

An equivalence between the MMAD and AMAD can be 
found only when a radioaerosol has a constant specific 
activity. If the entire particle has uniform radioactivity pre-
sent, then the activity will be directly proportional to the 
mass and so the reference diameter which gravitationally 
falls at the same rate as the standard droplets normalize 
them to have the same size distribution values of mode, 
median and mean as shown in Figure 5.

3.1 Lognormal

The functional relationship describing the shape distribu-
tion of aerosols (Fig. 5) is given by Equation 1. Here, the ar-
gument of the exponential is a logarithmic abscissa and so 
a typical shape for a 5 μm MMAD aerosol is shown in Fig-
ure 5. Here, the skew is evident in that the parameter de-
scribing the shape equivalent of a  standard aerosol 
(MMAD or equivalently the AMAD) is far up into the tail and 
very different than the mode or median.
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Figure 5: Probability distribution of 5 μm AMAD particles as 
a function of their particle physical diameter [11]. Marked in the 
figure are many properties of potential significance in evaluating 
statistical properties of a  distribution from an aerosol with an 
AMAD of 5 μm. Other metrics shown in the figure for aerosol 
shape characterization are the surface aerodynamic mean 
diameter (SAMD) and the mass mean diameter (MMD, not the 
median) which use different properties of the aerosol as the 
weights in obtaining the average for a distribution.

The basic probability density function is approximated 
here by Equation 1 where more detailed physical interpre-
tations can be obtained elsewhere [12]. An example of 
such a distribution is shown in Figure 5 where a frequency 
distribution of various diameter related metrics are provid-
ed. Here, the mode (0.1 µm) is recognized to be less than 
half the median (0.23 μm) which is more than an order of 
magnitude below the effective mean or the mass median 
aerodynamic diameter (MMAD at 5 µm). It is the MMAD 
(effectively equivalent to the activity median aerodynamic 
diameter or AMAD) which is standardized based on set-
tling velocities compared to a monodisperse material such 
as water. This is important given the dependency on the 
effective shape distributions driven by conforming to Equa-
tion 1 relative to the total respirable fraction present. This 
can become much more complicated with multimodal dis-
tributions although these are assumed simple superposi-
tions of multiple lognormals.

3.1.1 Health consequences

The drastic skew in particle size distributions of an aerosol 
(Fig. 5) can significantly affect the inhalation intake from in-
corporation into bodily fluids through transfer across the 
tissue interface of the lung alveoli. The respirable range is 
generally in the 0.1 to 5 µm range where most planar disc 
air sample filters have the largest variation in collection effi-
ciency as seen in Figure 2.

If the shape distribution peaks (has a mode) in the respira-
ble range where sampling efficiency demonstrates the 
largest variability (Figure 2), evolution in the peak location 
will only exacerbate the resultant health effect dispersion. 
This contributes to overall error but the true uncertainty 
has to also account for sampling statistics driven by the 
distributions following the form of Equation 1.

3.1.2 Sampling statistics

By definition, a small number of aerosols sampled from the 
diameter distribution shown in Figure 5 will likely come 
from the mode. On average, half of these should be above 
the median which itself is just over double the mode. The 
dispersion in diameters sampled for a small sample num-
ber would then be expected to look like a Gaussian, cen-
tered between the mode and median in this sense.

The population however has members with sufficiently large 
diameters which cause the aerodynamic average to be more 
than an order of magnitude larger than either of the errone-
ous Gaussian approximations to the mode or median. Based 
on the frequency distribution seen in Figure 5, the probability 
of sampling a very large diameter particle is vanishingly small. 
If the activity of each aerosol particle is uniform throughout its 
volume, then the true sampling dispersion can become egre-
gious at best considering the effects of these very large par-
ticulates in the assay.

3.1.3 Shape parameter dependencies

The shape of the distribution seen in Figure 5 is strongly de-
pendent on the geometrical standard deviation of the lognor-
mal. A family of curves for the lognormal having different 
shape parameters are shown in Figure 6 where each curve 
shown has the same integrated area (note both base axes are 
not linear in the traditional sense as log(x) is plotted as an axis).

Here the family of curves is normalized to have the same 
integral to highlight the large variation possible from a log-
normal distribution, specifically when they all have equiva-
lent probability interpretations. This results in each curve 
having a different mode, median and mean. The curves 
are graphed together along the sigma scale for display 
only and not intended to describe the expected distribu-
tion of any specific sample as real world distributions can 
be multimodal and dynamic.

3.1.4 Monte Carlo modelling

A normal random variable of mean x  and variance s2 is 

represented by N x ,σ 2( ). A normal random variable with 
zero mean and unity variance is represented by the sym-
bol N(0,1). This was used to create a lognormal distribution 
in the form of eN(0,1) such that it would have a mode of 
e-1=0.37 µm, a median of e0=1 µm, and a mean of e1/2=1.65 
µm. With this mean radius, the average diameter then be-
comes 3.3 µm which places it in the range of the most 
penetrating size for biological intake and so makes for 
a simplified mathematical example for consideration.

A random sampling from the eN(0,1) distribution was done us-
ing a generated normal random variable in Microsoft Excel to 
allow for simulating these effects. Doing this 1E6 times result-
ed in the overall distribution shown in Figure 7 where the in-
sets show the distribution’s appearance when displayed with 
differing logarithmic axes. The upper center inset has 
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a logarithmic abscissa resulting in an apparent normal distri-
bution. The upper right inset has a logarithmic ordinate axis 
showing the effect of the unique tail approximated by the 
Monte Carlo calculation.

Taking a random sample from a lognormal population distri-
bution will then result in a dispersion strongly dependent on 
sample number. As the sample number becomes large, the 
true lognormal distribution will by definition be observed. 
Smaller sets will appear normal demonstrating skew with in-
creasing sample size. Estimating this effect by simple Monte 
Carlo sampling from the population probability density func-
tion can provide a good estimate on these effects.

3.1.4.1 Normal variance as a function of sample size

Due to the choice of a simplified distribution parameter 
set, the normal standard deviation as a function of sample 
size is σ n( ) then given by the expectation function 

σ n E x x( ) = −( )( )2  such that when σ n n( ) = 2 /  for the 

particle radii distribution. This means that at the upper 

95% confidence level (CL), the limit becomes 3 29. / n  
which relative to the defined mean (e.g. AMAD) value of x
=1.65 shows that there must be at least 4 randomly sam-
pled aerosol particulates to have a normal standard devia-
tion of 2. This may not seem terrible at first glance but note 
that the activity of a transuranic or similar radioaerosol will 
not scale with the radii but rather the radii cubed. With low 
particle numbers, this activity value becomes large, effec-
tively an order of magnitude.

A very relevant question then becomes the effect of those 
instances when a low probability aerosol of a large diame-
ter is sampled from the distribution given that very large ra-
dii are possible from this very simple distribution (>20 µm, 
Figure 7, eN(0,1)). Here, the activity (or mass) scales with the 
effective radius cubed. A singe 2.2 µm radius particle will 
have 10 times the activity of a single 1 µm radii particle. 
Likewise, a 1 µm radius particle will have 1000 times the 
activity of a 0.1 µm particle. More egregious cases could 
be considered (e.g. multimodal distributions etc.) but the 
salient point is that this is truly an independent dispersion 
source in the overall assay results.

4. Discussion

Applications of this work in treaty verification and plume 
monitoring demonstrate how plume density or activity 
measurements will have large dispersion from penum-
bra samples where particulate density is low or very 
low. Unless the aerosol itself is not homogenous in 
composition, this will only effect integrated activity or 
centerline projection estimates. The key facet in aerosol 
physics directs that the dispersion mechanisms do not 
change the average as a whole but only the variance of 
that mean if more common statistics (normal or Pois-
son) are assumed. Correspondingly, a  small sample 
number from low concentration air will be expected to 
have very high dispersion as seen empirically from his-
torical air monitoring assays when the sampled particu-
late number is small [13].
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The key finding here considers that the Poisson dispersion 
in air filter assays may actually prove to be an insignificant 
contribution to the overall uncertainty in the characteriza-
tion effort of any airborne contamination events. The ex-
tent to which this dispersion plays a role will be dependent 
on a product of the sample volume and actual airborne 
contamination concentration as this will scale the number 
of particles acquired on the filter media. Assays of high ac-
tivity samples will not be subject to this additional disper-
sion effect to the same extent as the low activity samples 
and so can be considered accordingly.

The functional dependence of particle size distributions 
was demonstrated using a mathematically simplified distri-
bution scaled to have relevance to radiological risk scenar-
ios for aerosol assay. More egregious cases could be con-
structed as done elsewhere [6] although clearly, less 
egregious cases could also be constructed and consid-
ered realistic for potential real world applications in opera-
tional health physics scenarios. The moderate approach 
utilized here was offered as an insightful perspective into 
the effects from particle size distributions in final assay re-
sults and their interpretations.

5. Conclusions

This work has shown that the true dispersion in most radi-
oaerosol samples can potentially be orders of magnitude 
larger than the uncertainty ascribed only from Poisson 
counting errors in the sample assay. Interpretations which 
require quantitative estimates of the radiological concen-
tration then are subject to additional uncertainty terms 
which have not historically been considered when charac-
terizing radiological air sample assay results.
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